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Projects
We’re return the status of art to branding. Our communications 
are an inseparable interlacing of inspiration, highest design 
competencies and in-depth marketing analysis.



UCHOO
Site aggregator of music teachers

https://youtu.be/TwvuZTQS-IU
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TASK:

A new project that promises to join  the 
best music teachers and students around 
the world. The project needed a sign that  
reflected the nature of the project without 
unnecessary playfulness, decent but not 
strict.

SOLUTION:

Branded inscription includes a sheet music 
sign. The original font solution and the 
laconic black colour allows to not spend 
extra money at the start of the company, 
by remaining recognition.
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MATRESHKA
Premium beauty salon

https://youtu.be/9H9WfGOMTngWatch video
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TASK:

To create a beauty salon brand with the potential to participate in 
the international market.

SOLUTION:

The original name, with the sign integrated into the R letter 
space, the original pattern in the style of the Zhestkovsky tray as 
well. We’re not only completely packed up Matreshka, we also 
helped the customer in the manufacture of printing products and 
copyright protection.
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SINAYA PTICA
Pharmacy sales network
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Watch video https://youtu.be/E1wWkEqg20o



TASK:

Comprehensive branding and visual style of the 
pharmacy network.

SOLUTION:

The blue bird is a symbol of hope and happiness. 
Successfully combining the image of a bird with a 
cross is the traditional symbol of pharmacies. We 
ensured brand recognition and easily identified it in 
a niche. In the style there are illustrations specially 
designed for the brand, and bright crimson details 
that make the brand more alive and positive.



STRADIVARY
Wooden decor boutique

https://youtu.be/k2oRqNQva8s
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Watch video



TASK:

Brand for a boutique for the manufacture of 
exclusive wood decor to order.
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SOLUTION:

We combined craft and art in one image the violin-ax inspired by the craftsmen 
of the Renaissance. The key illustration is a classic Italian sculpture of the 
Renaissance era made of wood was exclusively designed for the Stradivari style.
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PINK
Floristic boutique

https://youtu.be/mIl2PuiL6Z0Watch video
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TASK:

Beautiful brand store for beautiful bouquets.

SOLUTION:

Fantastic bouquets are made in the @pink.moscow 
studio! Identity must be the appropriate level. We 
made the logo in two tilde type symbolizing the 
leaves of flowers. In addition, we have developed 
6 original illustrations  of flowers bursts. Working 
together, illustrations and logos create an original 
image of the studio, which is difficult to confuse with 
any other.
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TASK:

Come up with and pack a 
brand of natural cosmetics 
in the top segment but with 
youthful notes.

SOLUTION:

The original name, with Cheerful 
and elite? Queenly has a 
unique character, underlined 
color combination, and logo. 
Packaging like a target which 
focuses the consumer’s view on 
themselves.
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RASTORGUEVO
LAKE
https://youtu.be/aXJxa1NjhwM

Watch video
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TASK:

The complex packaging of the picturesque 
playground which located on the lake shore and 
surrounded by a pine park. 

SOLUTION:

Pure blue color, watercolor stains, and laconic sign – the first letter of the 
name is half submerged in water. This recipe made Rastorguevo lake one of 
the most popular venues in its region.

Visit the site designed by PRONIN STUDIO: 

       rastorguevo-lake.ru
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SINGULAR NUTRITION
Sports nutrition

https://youtu.be/8f2vSs6Xr_c
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Watch video



TASK:

To develop a brand and positioning for 
premium sports nutrition from scratch.

SOLUTION:

The segment is clearly dominated by American manufacturers and from the very beginning we 
tried to mimic them. We have created a name and logo for the manufacturer and the power line, 
as well as the original packaging grid. We have chosen  a clearly defining type of product, on the 
one hand, a bold and original one on the other, as a design for packaging . Most of the packaging 
takes a photo that determines the taste of the mixture. This decision is due to our research, 
according to which athletes choose food based on taste preferences.
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LUX PRIME
Online store

https://youtu.be/8QDKLTX4_jcWatch video
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TASK:

To develop a brand store of premium 
accessories and clothing with the 
possibility of expansion in the shortest 
possible time.

SOLUTION:

A light and elegant logo, crossed out by a dynamic stripe and a colored submarine, is 
easily identified among competitors. Corporate identity does not require effort when 
working with yourself at the same time, which is very important in the segment where 
SMM is the main channel.
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SUMO4KINA
Pirate fashion’s shop

https://youtu.be/p0KWfQ2kTUsWatch video
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TASK:

Positioning, style and advertising for a Fashion Store.

SOLUTION:

The branded items are an assortment of the store at prices of 20-30% 
from retail. Sumo4kina is just a pirate on this market in this sense. This 
is what we decided to display in the corporate style. A new sign and 
positioning supported the video, completely invented and filmed by the 
agency.

ADVERTISING:

In the framework of the project, we have 
created an image video. From scenario to 
placement and promotion, the task was 
solved completely within the walls of the 
agency.

https://youtu.be/rPEGIjjQ0EIWatch video
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FASOL
Children’s art school

https://youtu.be/jLDjNaTaszkWatch video
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TASK:

Comprehensive branding for children’s music 
school in an elite village.

SOLUTION:

The logo is an image combining note and 
germinating seed, this is a metaphor for the 
creative development of children. The basis 
of corporate identity formed three original 
illustrations, designed to reflect a non-trivial and 
fun approach to classes practicing at school.
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FIRST ACT
Theater

https://youtu.be/jLDjNaTaszkWatch video
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TASK:

Grigory Kakotkin is a famous Russian actor who 
created his own theater and creative workshop. His 
original approach to acting was supposed to find the 
best incarnation in the brand.

SOLUTION:

The first act is the name that was born as a metaphor 
for the freshness of the approach to staging 
performances. Originality personifies the mythical 
character of the manticore. The combination of black 
traditional for theaters, red and pink colors create a 
recognizable atmosphere.
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ALENA 
TROFIMOVA
Beauty saloon

https://youtu.be/jLDjNaTaszk

Watch video
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TASK:

Create a beautiful and memorable logo and 
corporate identity as well as the name for 
beauty salons.

SOLUTION:

We found out in the framework of the study, 
that traditional images of beauty salons 
«butterflies and flowers» are perceived by the 
audience as a faceless outdated image. In the 
21st century, female beauty is a consequence 
of its internal content and not an attribute. We 
found an image of strong femininity in a tiger 
and also embodied it in the original graphic 
form. We added the original malachite 
color and convinced the founder to give the 
business her name. All of this together formed 
the original style.
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GENTLEMEN CAFFEE
Cafe

https://youtu.be/egW26OfVQag
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Watch video



TASK:

Follow the traditions of the best 
clubs, we created an image for a 
cozy cafe for gentlemen who know 
how to appreciate high-quality 
coffee.

SOLUTION:

What do you see in the logo? A cup 
or a top hat? The playful mood of 
the logo is supported by an original 
illustration depicting a splash of 
coffee. Restrained and clean style 
fits perfectly into the atmosphere of 
the coffee lovers club.
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DOM SKAZKA
Сonstruction company
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TASK:

To refresh corporate identity of one of the oldest construction 
companies in Russia.

SOLUTION:

The two-handed saw is the only tool on which two people can 
work, it has become a symbol of unity around the traditions of 
Russian architecture. The woody structure and handwritten font 
inspired by the 14th century chronicle reinforce the emotional 
weight of the mark. A lumberjack-style checkwork is used in the 
corporate style and takes away from insipid. The brand looks 
quite modern despite the rustic style graphics.
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Visit the site designed 
by PRONIN STUDIO: 

       dom-skazka.ru



PEAK PIZZA
Pizzeria
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TASK:

Develop an original brand 
and all accompanying 
materials for pizza located in 
the Moscow region.

SOLUTION:

The project lasted for 2 months. During this time, has been developed: the name, logo, corporate 
identity. In addition, we have prepared layouts and printed banner signs, business cards, menus 
and flyers. Menu boards were made of 6mm plywood and laser-engraved. After that it had been 
polished and covered with olive oil.
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pronin.studio

+7 985 174 27 07

@iliya_pronin
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